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Day 1 of probability / statistics

Why probability?  Coin flip discussion

Probability definitions
Uniform Distribution

Joint Distribution
Independence
Linearity of Expectation

Expectation
Linearity of expectation
Variance
Die scaling vs rolling
Linear fnc of random variables



Why Probability?

(modeling coin flip story)

Probability allows us to build a "black box" model of complex events
and reason about the future by observing past outputs 



Probability Language

Experiment Event with uncertain outcome

Outcome The result of an experiment

Sample Space Set of all possible outcomes

Event subset of sample space

Random Variable Function of the outcome(s) of
some experiments
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Let X be a random variable indicating a student's numeric grade on a quiz.

1. Define the sample space of the experiment

2. Define the event of a student passing the quiz 



To describe a random event, we often use the term
"random variable"

Let X be the random variable which is the outcome a fair 6 sided die

Let Y be the random variable which is the % increase in stock market today

Let Z be the random variable which is Prof Higger's favorite integer.
(... not uncertain to him, but you can model it as such to 
encapsulate and manage uncertainty)



Probability Language

Probability How likely a particular outcome is

Distribution A function which assigns a probability
to each outcome in sample space



Probability Axioms
 
Axiom: a property or statement taken to be true without argument

1. The probability of every  event is between 0 and 1 (including 0 and 1)

2. The probability of the entire sample space 1





























Compute the expected value, variance and standard deviation of D where D
is a random variable representing a fair (uniform) 6 sided die roll.  (You may
find a calculator helpful)

(+) How does the expected value / variance of D compare to another die which
has 1000 sides?  Justify your response algebraically or with a thoughtful appeal
to one's intuition.






















